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A proper Chinese learning book can help you learn Chinese quickly and efficiently. Students, parents and teachers can use these types of books to enhance their lessons and understanding when learning Chinese. Chinese instructional books are useful for reviewing what you have previously learned, as well as reading aloud to practice
pronunciation and reading abilities. Here are 10 of the best books to learn Chinese and why we think they are best to help you in your journey of learning Chinese: 1) A new practical Chinese reader This Chinese learning book is great because it comes in multiple volumes that can be purchased separately. So you can choose the one that
is most suitable for you without having to buy the whole set. It includes several areas of Chinese language learning in areas such as structure, conversation and background information. It is largely focused on conversational knowledge. From Amazon 2) Chinese Made Easier This Chinese learning book is also useful because it focuses
on widely used vocabulary and conversation. It should have a book for those Chinese language students looking to be able to travel in China and get around with basic conversation and Chinese suggestions. The vocabulary and phrases are presented in an easy-to-understand format and can be easily practiced with others. From Amazon
3) Conversational Chinese This Chinese learning book is useful for studying some of the most common Chinese characters, and also provides pinyin pronunciation. The directions are brief and it helps by giving examples of suggestions. Early Chinese and working professional students can benefit from this because it will allow them to
learn very common Chinese characters and pinin. These basic skills can be useful when talking to Chinese speakers in a random setting or while traveling in China. Frome Amazon 4) The basics of Chinese characters Talking Chinese character study, this Chinese educational book also provides an overview of Chinese characters and is
one of the best out there. This helps the reader understand the meaning of the characters and their design. This gives anecdotes that lead a Chinese language learner to remember the meaning of the characters easily. From Amazon 5) The Times Newspaper Reading Course Advanced Chinese: This Chinese learning book is more for
advanced Chinese learners, but contains a lot of useful information in order to read Chinese newspapers. The language in Chinese newspapers may differ greatly from colloquial or other written forms of Chinese. Thus, the exercises and information contained in this Chinese educational book is particularly useful for studying these
differences. From the times 6) 500 Common Chinese Idioms Abstracted frequencies: Chinese language idioms can confuse even the savviest language learners and makes this Chinese book of learning must have a book for any Chinese language learner. It provides the most common Chinese idioms, their stories and other additional
information that is useful in understanding them. This will allow you to use and discuss idioms with others and provide background information about them that will surely impress others! From Amazon 7) Niubi is a real Chinese you've never been taught in school: This Chinese teaching book is also useful in understanding some of the
most common Chinese slang. Like any other language, Chinese contains slang, which can sometimes make learning Chinese confusing, but it is important to understand to be able to speak fluently. This is one of the best books to learn Chinese slang and its use, so you can sound like a local. From Amazon 8) Reading and Writing
Chinese Is a Chinese educational book that is useful in understanding and mastering written Chinese. It focuses on the most commonly used pinin as well as traditional Chinese characters. Pinyin is a modern Writing Chinese language and can help beginners learn Chinese to speak Chinese more easily. Understanding and being able to
read Chinese characters is also extremely important for learning Chinese. We strongly recommend this book for very students who are exhausted by Chinese at school in addition to their studies. For students who are exhausted in Chinese, this book will help prepare for the AP or HSK exams. These exams are two of the most common
tests for Chinese language proficiency. From Amazon 9) The Rise of the Monkey King Story in simplified Chinese and Pinyin: We love this story, and it is a very popular book for beginners among Chinese learners. The practice of reading stories aloud in Chinese can be beneficial for early Chinese learners. We recommend that this book
expand its reading ability and strongly recommend reading it aloud to your loved one to focus on your tones and pronunciation. Once you have mastered this book, you can boast that you can read over 600 dictionary words in Chinese! From Amazon 10) Oxford Beginner's Dictionary Chinese It should be a Chinese learning book for an
early Chinese language learner. It provides easy-to-use links to help you translate and understand Chinese and grammar. It also includes information about China, culture, norms and common phrases. This Chinese dictionary can be used while traveling in China and is useful as a tool for unlocking and learning Chinese words that can be
stumping you. From Amazon Most of these books are relatively inexpensive and are available on a variety of websites such as or at a local bookstore. We recommend supplementing chinese learning with some of these great books, so you can immerse yourself even more in Chinese language nuances and culture. Although there are
many Chinese Chinese Books are available, we believe these are some of the best Chinese educational books to help you on your journey learning Chinese. No matter what level of Chinese you are currently speaking, these Chinese learning books will help enhance your understanding and knowledge of Chinese. We hope you will find
them useful in learning Chinese! Start learning Chinese in the next 30 seconds of the Author's Notice: Anyone can go to this blog until links to these articles are also included. If you are reading this page, you are interested in learning Chinese. Or you are already learning and just need another resource to help you improve. Learning
Chinese gives you global opportunities, and the ability to understand and communicate with people in China makes life easier. We have compiled the best Chinese books to learn Chinese for beginners, intermediates and advanced students, both in China and abroad. I've made a list of quick video book reviews to help you narrow down
your choices and focus on the best books in the industry! Do you have a book that you want me to review? Post me here and I'll add it to the list! Fast Links Best Chinese Textbooks for Self-Learning Best Chinese Textbooks Best Books to Learn Chinese Characters Best Chinese Books for Self Learning Chinese Language: If You're
Looking to Self-Study This Book for You. Don't let the size of it put you off. It guides you through basic, intermediate and cutting-edge Chinese with free audio and character guides. Cons: Again, this sound comes on CD. That could be a problem. If you don't want to revive your grandma's stereo player. Bottom line: This four-volume
monster is incredibly thorough, well-presented and perfect for self-exploring. The nature guide is impeccable, detailing the stroke order and this tutorial even comes complete with additional written paper to practice your handwriting. Well worth your money. We love it. Go to Amazon to read their reviews and pick up a copy. Get Talking
Chinese Pros: Photos, phrases, grammar, vocabulary, characters, audio CD, and more. Everything inside this book is pure, beautiful gold. They only teach you the useful language you need to know in China. My new favorite!! Cons: Does this eye-candy have any flaws? Because I can't find any flaws, each chapter is packed with useful
information. Bottom line: Let's call it a phrasebook plus. I haven't felt like excited about the book since integrated Chinese and you guys know that my all time is a favorite book. Head to Amazon to snap us this gem. Remember that if you are in The UK is called Easy Peasy Chinese. The best Chinese textbooks Integrated Chinese level
one tutorial Pros: Dialogue is topical, modern and attractive to look - like a magazine. He's in The design and cultural aspects are supported by a cohesive learning system to enhance your Chinese listening, reading and speaking skills. Cons: It's not cheap. Since this series is widely used by U.S. high schools and universities, answers to
the workbook are not available to the public. (You must have teacher credentials to access them.) Bottom line: Integrated Chinese has it all - even audio. If you are going to China and plan to study on your own, get this book and find a tutor when you land. There is no better tutorial than integrated Chinese.Still not sure? You should read
verified purchase reviews from other students on Amazon! New Practical Chinese Reader Pros: This book has the largest section dedicated to pronunciation and acoustics of any tutorial I've reviewed, gives a lot of book simulated exercises, and includes audio. Cons: You can get this book in China, however it comes without English
descriptions, which can complicate things if you're a super beginner. Bottom line: a contender for integrated Chinese. The series was published by Peking University's Language and Culture Press and theoretically has a higher HSK alignment. Can this book topple the king? Take yourself a copy on Amazon and find out. The best books to
learn Chinese characters Tuttle Learning Chinese Characters Pros: Exploring Chinese characters is not a direct science. But, this book structures characters effectively along with enjoyable stories to help you remember them. Cons: I can't stress how important audio is when learning Chinese, these tones are tricky. Again, this book lacks
an audio component. Bottom line: For you Chinese character superfans, this book is fabulous. Short stories use visual images to help you remember characters with mnemons. Need this book in your life? Amazon stocks and they ship around the world. Take a copy here. Tuttle Chinese Flash Cards Tom One Pros: Audio CD files are
available on The Tuttle website. Volume 1 is consistent with the HSK dictionary 1 and 2, so you are covered if you want to pass this exam. Cons: Are they as handy as a flash card app? Maybe not. But, you'll be distracted by using the app on your phone if you're a super ninja and turn off all your notifications - like me. Yes, you can get
free flash card apps on your phone, but you'll probably learn more with fewer distractions - old-school flash cards to win! Get Tuttle Flashcards delivered to your door when ordered from Amazon. Chineasy Everyday Pros: It covers a lot of land with new characters, culture, and skillfully underpins language learning with visual cues.
Teaches characters in a visually appealing way. Some of the characters are traditional Chinese, so it's less practical to find out if you're in mainland China. Bottom line: This book book Fascinatingly beautiful and good for learning characters while keeping your motivation high! The author is Taiwanese so keep in mind that some of the
characters are in traditional Chinese.Head to Amazon read reviews from genuine people like you! Affiliate Link Waiver: If you buy any of these books on links found on this page a small bit of value helps me pay my bills and continue to provide you with valuable content. I hope it's cool. Great Firewall China Want to use a VPN I use for
stable connectivity in China? I use Astrill VPN when I live stream on Instagram. Their customer service, speed and connection are top notch. Also, when you upload here they share some of the costs with me so that I can continue to create the videos you love. Love. basic chinese learning book pdf
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